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In a small town, there were three kids, Henry, Lisa, and Timmy. Their mother told them to go outside, to get fresh air. When they were out, a wonderful smell was coming from their garden. Suddenly it seemed to be glowing! Henry, the oldest, went to it, stepped in and told his siblings to come in, but as they were stepping in, they fell!
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They were going down! They suddenly stopped.

Timmy was so excited because it looked like another dimension with fairies, animals, and dancing flowers, it was a sight to behold! The garden seemed to be inviting!

"Come on!" said Lisa running to the magical garden.
Magic garden.
There were a lot of cafes. They went into one and had best key lime ever! As they explored more, Fairies warned them about the angry troll, who lived in the 'DARK' cave. Suddenly they heard loud noise and people running.

"The troll woke up!" "What's all the commotion?" Lisa asked. The villager replied "Every spring the troll wakes up and causes chaos. Kids knew it was up to them to save the garden."
Lisa said to the troll "Please don't cause any chaos." The troll boomed, "ME chaos! NO."

He told her how a witch turned him into an ugly troll.

"The only way to turn me back is by finding 3 things,

1) jewel from lost cave
2) flower from mythical forest
3) feather from messenger falcon

Kids promised to help the troll."
Just then, a holographic bubble with an image of a lady came toward them - it was their mom! "What if she worries about us?" Henry said. "Don't worry, the time stops here. So if this takes 1 day here, at home it takes 1 minute. But why is she in the bubble?" Lisa asked. "Because she said dinner is in 30 mins, we must get going," said Henry. "But I thought we are going to find the 3 things, the troll said sadly," Lisa smiled and said, "We have more time, because 30 days here equals 30 minutes at home. We will be home in time for dinner!"
Dinner is in 30 min.
First, they went to the extremely huge cave. They searched for the jewel, they found it hidden under a big rock, and put the jewel in Lisa's purse. They went to the mythical forest and searched for the flower and found it laying in the leaves, the petals shimmered in the sunlight. Finally, they found the feather on a tall tree. As they put the 3 together, the troll turned into a handsome man! He said thank you and bid goodbye.

Timmy, Henry, and Lisa went to the garden, stepped in the hole and disappeared. They smiled to themselves knowing they would come back again.